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No better time to join

We are changing our
profession from advisor to
impact partner…

…constantly developing
new capabilities to help
drive this impact

650+

40+

implementation
consultants

proprietary analytics and data
solutions & assets

2,000+

1,000+

digital experts

Big Data and Advanced
Analytics people

300+

1,500+

organizations in our
ecosystem of partnerships
and alliances

dedicated analysts, engineers,
designers, entrepreneurs and
experts
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Ways to join

General
Work across
industries &
functions to get
a range of
experiences &
skills

Practice

Emerging

Focus in a certain
function or
industry

Leverage expertise in
e.g., change
management,
analytics, or software
engineering to grow
new areas

Corporate Finance,
Digital, Marketing
& Sales,
Operations, and
Risk

McKinsey
Implementation, New
Ventures, Analytics

McKinsey & Company
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Where you can join
Eastern Europe

Western Europe

Croatia, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Kazakhstan, Poland,
Romania, Russia, Serbia, Ukraine

Austria, Belgium & Luxembourg,
France, Germany, Greece,
Israel, Italy, The Netherlands,
Portugal, Scandinavia,
Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, UK
& Ireland

North America

Asia - Pacific

Canada, United
States, Mexico

Middle East
Africa
Latin America
Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Peru

Angola, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Morocco,
Nigeria, South
Africa

Australia, Greater
China, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia,
the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand,
Vietnam

Bahrain, Egypt, Pakistan,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE

McKinsey & Company
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Generalist consultants

Those who aspire to be trusted
advisors to top management
across their broad agenda
Have excellent integrative problem-solving
skills & client relationship skills, making them
effective across a broad range of topics
Bring compelling personal expertise, but also
excel at bringing the best of the firm and
outside expertise to their clients
McKinsey & Company
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Practice consultants
Commitment levels by practice group
% of client work dedicated to specialized function

Digital
McKinsey

80

Operations

Risk

Strategy &
Corporate
Finance

3-5+ years of experience in:
 Functional knowledge or passion for digital technology, IT strategy,
engineering, analytics, or another technical or quantitative
business field

60

Marketing
& Sales

Candidate background

90

 Marketing and sales topics including branding, digital marketing,
marketing ROI, pricing, sales and channel management
 An area of operations such as capital productivity, manufacturing,
product development, purchasing, service operations, or supply
chain management

50

 Risk management in any industry or consultancy, or comparable
experience in banking, insurance, corporate finance, risk
regulation & compliance

50

 Corporate finance, M&A or valuation in a consulting firm,
investment bank, accounting firm or major corporation,
preferably in corporate development or strategic finance
McKinsey & Company
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McKinsey Implementation

Senior Implementation Coaches
develop deep expertise in how to
make change happen and be
known for their ability to drive
impact across an organization
Work side-by-side with clients on long-term
large scale change programs, delivering
change-program leadership and building client
skills and capabilities
Known for outstanding leadership abilities
McKinsey & Company
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New Ventures Competition

The firm’s ‘bottom up’
innovation engine designed to
source new or existing ideas
to accelerate client impact
priorities
NVC winning idea teams receive funding
and firm support to turbo charge and
scale their venture
McKinsey & Company
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New McKinsey
Startup agility. Global network.
McKinsey New Ventures

McKinsey Analytics

McKinsey Design

As 50+ startup Solutions, New
Ventures builds our firm’s
products and solutions—
combining data science, digital,
and design capabilities with top
functional and industry experts

We help harness data, embed
analytics in our McKinsey client
work, and yield actionable
insights.

We’re seeking product, UX and
visual designers to help us inject
design thinking into our client
work.

We are looking for data scientists,
data engineers, and analytics
translators across our 20+
practices. We’ve also acquired
leading analytics firms like
QuantumBlack and Risk
Dynamics in recent years.

Veryday, Lunar and Carbon12—
the design firms behind products
and services for iconic brands like
Apple —have joined McKinsey to
help us combine design
capabilities with our firm’s
expertise in data science and
digital across our 20+ practices.

We want the best software
engineers, data scientists, product
managers, technologists,
consultants, and designers—who
are looking for the agility of a
startup blended with the power of
our global McKinsey network.
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